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A Run for the Money
Nicole Fleming and Dante LaPalma have
nothing in common except an old mans
legacy. Joe Corbet has promised that a
great treasure awaits them--if theyre clever
enough to solve his riddles within a
six-month time frame, that is. According to
Joes will, Nicole and Dante must
participate in several excursions. After
each adventure, a new clue will be
presented that will lead them to their next
obstacle. Only when theyve completed
every task can they discover the treasure
meant just for them. Along the way, Nicole
and Dante are forced to share their secrets
and place their faith in one another. If they
can learn to work together, theyll discover
whats truly important in life. And maybe, if
theyre lucky, theyll find the greatest
treasure of all: love.

Urban Dictionary: Quick Run For the Money Perfect for creating excitement on the casino floor, our Run For The
Money game show gives your players the chance to win cash and prizes up to $1,000,000! Give someone a run for
their money - Idiom Definition Jan 9, 2011 The expression is to give someone a run for their money. It is used when
we want to talk about two people doing something which requires A run for money - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
A Run for Your Money is a 1949 Ealing Studios comedy film starring Donald Houston and Meredith Edwards as two
Welshmen visiting London for the first time. To give someone a run for their money definition and meaning Feb 11,
2017 - 22 min - Uploaded by UzumakiPlayroomSo, who was the first? USA or England with Going for Gold? give
somebody a (good) run for their money meaning of give Run for ones money, a definition at , a free online
dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms and translation. Look it up now! Figurative language meaning to challenge
someone. Run for the Money (2002) - Rotten Tomatoes Comedy Father Mulcahy must save the camps honor in a
high-stakes footrace against the 8063rd. Hawkeye, BJ, and Hot Lips each bet on it. Meanwhile Run for the Money
(pilot, 1987) - YouTube Mod Squad A Run for the Money (TV Episode 1969) cast and crew credits, including actors,
actresses, directors, writers and more. idioms - give a good run for their money (of winners and losers Sep 9, 2016
A run for their money is not a phrase I would ever say use in connection with the winner of a contest. The idiom, as this
native US English Daniel Boone Run for the Money (TV Episode 1970) - Full Cast give somebody a (good) run for
their money meaning, definition, what is give somebody a (good) run for their money: to make your opponent in a
competition u. Mod Squad A Run for the Money (TV Episode 1969) - Full Cast Community Foundation Run. Next
RUN: April 8, 2017. A fun filled event which includes a 5k competitive race, a 2k fun walk, family friendly games and
Run for the Money (TV Movie 1988) - IMDb Comedy George secures a $10,000 pledge for Katherine to run in a 10K
charity race, but when shes injured, Webster decides to run for her. A run for ones money - give someone a run for his
or her money definition, meaning, what is give someone a run for his or her money: to be as good at something as
someone who is Run for the Money - RunSignUp Spanish Translation of to give sb a run for their money The official
Collins English-Spanish Dictionary online. Over 100000 Spanish translations of English Run For The Money - Key
Training Center Dec 16, 2003 Christian Slater, Val Kilmer and Daryl Hannah add star wattage to this riveting crime
caper. When hes released from prison, a wily thief (Slater) Give Someone A Run For His Money? - English Forums
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A run for ones money definition, to go quickly by moving the legs more rapidly than at a walk and in such a manner that
for an instant in each step all or both feet idioms - Literal meaning of to give a run for someones money Definition of
Give someone a run for their money from our dictionary of English idioms and idiomatic expressions. give someone a
(good) run for their money (phrase) definition and Usually preceded by the verb to give followed by a noun or
pronoun which functions as an indirect object identifying the person(s) receiving the run for his, her, Give a run for
money - Idioms by The Free Dictionary Aug 3, 2006 I d like to know the definition of this idiom give him a run for
his money. Thanks. 3rd August 2006. SpongeBarb. Comments. Give him hell Webster A Run for the Money (TV
Episode 1986) - IMDb Urban Dictionary: run for your money To give someone a run for their money definition: If
you say that someone could give someone else a run for their money , you mean you Meaning Run for ones money, a Words novice runners participating in the Key Training Centers annual Run for the Money use to describe the
week-long 180-mile journey from the steps of the A Run for Your Money - Wikipedia Game-Show Contestants (in
pairs) have to literally run to match questions and answers on various game boards spread about the large set. Based on
the game Mod Squad A Run for the Money (TV Episode 1969) - IMDb Quick Run For the Money. To give someone
a hard time, just for fun and pleasure. Or if someone if is you is constantly mouthing off at you. You would deal with
Run For The Money - SCA Gaming May 24, 2011 Conversely to give someone a run for their money is to give a
good race (even if you dont win) in return for their backing. This latter usage also The Community Foundation of
Gaston County > Home Daniel Boone Run for the Money (TV Episode 1970) cast and crew credits, including actors,
actresses, directors, writers and more. give someone a run for his or her money Definition in the Cambridge
https:///Race/MS/Magee/RunfortheMoney? idiom: to give someone a run for their money English Help Onlines
Define give someone a (good) run for their money (phrase) and get synonyms. What is give someone a (good) run for
their money (phrase)? give someone a run for ones money - Wiktionary Definition of give a run for money in the
Idioms Dictionary. give a run for money phrase. What does give a run for money expression mean? Definitions by the
M*A*S*H Run for the Money (TV Episode 1982) - IMDb A Run for the Money (1969) Poster. Petes girlfriend get
him tangled up in a mess involving her convict father and stolen money.
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